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Description

Tester

Case
C-003

Signup using invalid domain -

Date

Assigned

Submitted

To

Resolution

Diane

3/18/15

David

Diane

3/18/15

David

See relevant child page below.

Diane

3/18/15

David

"@" appears if link is made via Confluence Search function. "@"
avoided if link is made via Confluence Web function. See Link m
See this page for an example: https://itd-qa-cwk-lwb1.itd.state.m
e/display/SharedServices/Home.

No error occurs - screen just sits there when you hit Sign Up
Should receive this error when you click on Sign UP:

Tested in IE...
C-007

Space logo is distorted on several sites that use custom logo. This is a design change
to 5.0.
New format causes many of the existing ones to become distorted or missing. Not very
popular with customers.

C-007

Note: To remove "@" from existing pages, it may be necessary
links.

Findings: https://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOC/Using+Mentions
User Feedback: Why are we getting "@" after the page / comment is published? That
looks so weird. It looks perfect in Edit Mode
where you are just getting the Firstname Lastname but once you save, it changes
to "@Firstname Lastname"
Answer: we changed the design of this in 5.0 to both highlight this as a special item that
you can interact with (i.e.: mousing over it)
and more specifically to your question, added the @ symbol to help make people aware
of the shortcut for creating mentions

C-007

Space logos missing or too small on spaces using custom logos.

Diane

Workaround is to change theme back to Documentation or click
on landing page to bring you to the sidebar. The original will still
of contents from 4.3 but any newly created spaces in 5.0 will use
sidebar.

C-018

Create Blog Post in the 5.0 Doc space

Diane

David

Removed Welcome Letter reference from Velocity template file
confluence/templates//html/includes/title.vm.

Diane

David

Decision made to generate 'Welcome Letter' in QA/Prod

Result: Blog posted correctly to space but the email that it generated included the
Welcome Letter that David is working on.
Add this to issue log.
A-015/C-002

Create/Sign-up for a user account
Result:New user received email verification but no Welcome Letter (customized User
Management Plugin not being used in 4.3
so letters are no longer being sent)

C-009

C-009

Cursor does not always appear in
Edit
When I
edit a word document using Firefox, there's no longer a cursor. If you start to
type the text does appear.
Editor not full height in FireFox

Diane

Diane

Found Workaround - Click on pageTitle first and then Click on E

